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ABSTRACT

In contrast to the conventional approach of directly comparing genomic sequences using sequence alignment tools, we propose
a computational approach that performs comparison between sequence generators. These sequence generators are learned
via a data-driven approach that empirically computes the state machine generating the genomic sequence of interest. As
the state machine based generator of the sequence is independent of the sequence length, it provides us with an efficient
method to compute the statistical distance between large sets of genomic sequences. Moreover, our technique provides a fast
and efficient method to cluster large datasets of genomic sequences, characterize their temporal and spatial evolution in a
continuous manner, get insights into the locality sensitive information about the sequences without any need for alignment.
Furthermore, we show that the technique can be used to detect local regions with mutation activity, which can then be applied
to aid alignment techniques for fast discovery of mutations. To demonstrate the efficacy of our technique on real genomic
data, we cluster different strains of SARS-CoV-2 viral sequences, characterize their evolution and identify regions of the viral
sequence with mutations.
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Figure S1. Clustering of Sequences with different starting genomes. In these experiments, we cluster and apply the PCA
analysis on sequences generated by different genomes. We first generate a sequence with length L labeled blue (genome U),
and then we generate three sequences that are 95%,90%,80% similar to the blue sequence (i.e., 5%,10%,20% different from
the blue sequence) labeled orange (genome V ), green (genome W ) and red (genome Z) respectively. Then we add noise on
these four sequences U,V,W, and Z with the same probability p and generate 400 sequences (100 each for every genome U, V,
W and Z). For noise probability p = 0.001, (a)-(c) show the first 2 principal components as a result of applying PCA on the
state machine representations of the 400 sequences with k = 4, b = 1,β = 0.5 for different length L = 2000,5000,10000. For
noise probability p = 0.0001, (d)-(f) show the first 2 principal components as a result of applying PCA on the state machine
representations of the 400 sequences with k = 4, b = 1,β = 0.5 for different length L = 2000,5000,10000. The implication of
this experiment is that if we have a large pool of sequences where sequences have same and low noise or mutation probability
but could be generated from multiple genomes (for ex U, V, W and Z), the state machine representation is able to differentiate
them using PCA.
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Figure S2. Clustering of SARS-CoV-2 strains. PCA Clustering results using our approach for SARS-CoV-2 strains found
in UK, South Africa and Brazil alongwith GISAID clade GR.
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Figure S3. Continuous Evolution heatmaps. (a-c) Heatmaps for continuous evolution of SARS-CoV-2 root clade (Feb to
April 2020), clade G (June to Oct 2020) and Delta variant (May to July 2021) respectively.
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Figure S4. Feature weights on each Principal component. PC1 and PC2 weights for all the features when clades G, L and
GR are clustered for (a) k = 4, b = 1. (b) k = 3, b = 3.
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Figure S5. Important Features. Important Features at k = 4,b = 1 when clustering clades G, L and GR.
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Figure S6. Important Features. Important Features at k = 3,b = 3 when clustering clades G, L and GR. The transitions
reported in Figure S6 can also be imagined in terms of codons and the corresponding important amino acid transitions are given
by S → L, T → I, T → S, I → S, I → R, N →V, T → L, I → A, N → P, S → I, T → R, T → T, T → P, I → T, K →
L, K → S, N → R, N → L, T → F, I → I, T → Y, T → H, M → S, T → Q, I → P, R →V, T → D, I → H, T → G, I →
V, N → I, N → S, S → P, K → I, I → Y, T → E.
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